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Have you ever wanted to write a song? For a band or concert? For a significant other? To express

your sentiment? To memorialize an event? Just to add a tune to some published literature? Is your

dream to write a beautiful song full of emotions? Is it your goal to create a fast-paced, energizing

track? Then you're going to want to listen to this book. With the help of this book, you can turn your

dreams into reality. Many people just think songwriting is too complicated and never even attempt to

achieve their goals. A song can be used to convey much deeper emotions than just words alone.

Where words may fail, a song can touch someone's heart. With every known culture in history

utilizing some form of music, it's become one of the most important aspects of many people's daily

lives. Music can be used to pass down a tradition, to create excitement, or to bring a major issue to

society's attention. If you want to write and perform a song for any reason whatsoever but just can't

seem to get started, then this book is most definitely for you. This book will teach you... What music

means How to write meaningful lyrics The process of making catchy melodies Writing effective

hooks Basic songwriting knowledge What makes a song a hit How to put meaning behind your

lyrics Effective song structure How to record your song What the publication process of a song is

like Songwriting is a skill that requires a lot of knowledge in several different areas. This book will

inform you on the most important parts of each subject. With the help of this book, you'll be writing

meaningful songs in 24 hours or less!
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Iâ€™m a 20-year old girl and I love singing. Yes, I do a lot of singing. It inspires me so much. You

know Taylor Swift? Sheâ€™s my motivation because just like her, I write songs but I keep it on my

own probably because Iâ€™m afraid to show it. But I let my friends read what I wrote and they say a

little more practice and Iâ€™ll be a good songwriterâ€¦ And after that day, I tried searching for helpful

tips about singing then, it's my great luck, I found this. I think this is worth reading for because in my

case, I had so much to understand from this book. Itâ€™s really effective! I must say that I did not

waste any coin for this one. I love everything about this! Being thankful for the day I got this book.

Amazing I must say.

Its good to have inspiration from musicians and poets and you also have a title and hook written

down. You should also have a topic that means something to you. After all this research, you

donâ€™t think that youâ€™d have to more. After all it is a song youâ€™re writing, not an essay.

Unfortunately, that is the exact opposite of the correct answer. You can never do too much research

in order to create a good song. What you have to look at next is something called song structure.

I got this book as a gift to my friend who started to learn guitar. He has enough guitar tutorials and

books so I decided to get him a book about songwriting.This is a really good book for someone who

doesn't have a clue where and how to start writing tunes, lyrics and everything that goes in a song.

It seems like a major project, but this book breaks it down to simple steps, explains what is

important in each one and you end up with a complete song. Of course, lots of it still depends on

your own creativity and a knack for writing, but it is a great start.

This book teaches all the steps from the creative process to the polishing of the song.It was a good

read. This book does not only contain suggestions and ideas for writing a song, but also it also

gives you so various techniques and plans for songwriting, you can't help but put out an excellent

song. It includes everything from subject to lyric to melody to chord a progression and more . I loved

this book as it set out easy to follow steps that gave a detailed structure to follow. I assure you, this

book is very helpful! Very easy guidelines and highly appreciated author.

writing song is another way for me of expressing myself aside from writing stuff on my diary. I love

music so much. I remember college years when my professor instructed us to write a song. My

professor was amazed with my piece. Now I have a guide to fulfill my passion on song writing. The

book is so clear and easy to understand. Worth it!



I only write songs whenever I'm inspired. I'm not a music major but this doesn't stop me, but I love

music. I play the piano and guitar and whenever I feel like writing a new song, I'll always sit on my

piano and pour my heart out.I saw this book on  in hopes to give myself some boost in songwriting.

This book is a comprehensive books and it does not just give you technical views, but inspiration

too. It tackles how you should research on some other music and find inspiration from there.A very

good book if you are a beginner in songwriting too. You'll learn the basics, how to get inspiration

and how to finish your song flawlessly.

Great book if you want to learn how to write songs. It discusses many aspects of song writing such

as melody, lyrics, what software to use and it even includes photos to help illustrate musical

principles. After reading this book I now have more confidence to write my first song.

I don't have a magical singing voice but I have always loved music and writing. I've been wanting to

compose my own song for years but most of the time I only end up with stories and poetry. I got

Alexander's book to help me transition from a writer to a songwriter. I would like to channel my

emotions and my writing to become a song writer and I am doing that slowly through Alexander's

book.
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